
Annual Report for the Year 2010 -2011

The project Bala Vihar has completed four years of working in the area of providing lending 
library facilities and conducting activities for personality development for children in two private 
schools . The activities for personality development are Yoga and Pranayama,, theater ,Art, craft , 
indoor games and puzzles, excursions and  introduction into Emotional Healing(a simple 
acupressure based technique).  The group also works with the children in government school in 
the area of English language teaching, along with the personality development activities 
mentioned above.,

A group of six volunteers (working one to four hours daily), under the management of full time 
program coordinator and a resource person in the area of alternate  education and four resource 
persons in the area of theater, yoga, craft and newsletter making worked regularly for the whole 
year.

The group worked in two private English medium schools, three government schools, one small 
private kannada medium school, one evening class at Nachiketa Manovikasa Kendra premisis on 
a regular basis.

Specific activities conducted at each place during the year are as follows:

Pinewoods High School.
• Library:

Lending library consisting of reference books and fiction (English and Kannada) were 
issued once a week for 105 members from classes V to IX. New books are added every 
year.

• Yoga and Pranayama:

Basic Yoga and Pranayama consisting of ten sessions were conducted through out the 
year, twice a week and around 80 children from class V to IX received the training. It was 
an  experiential  learning.  The children  performed the  asanas  they learnt  to  their  class 
mates and teachers at the end of each term and inspired other children to take the course. 
The teachers were also inspired and we conducted a  five day session to  the teachers 
during the first week of April 2011.



• Drama and Theater activities:

Drama and Theater activities  were conducted through out the year twice a week.  Around 
120 students participated during the year. They performed six plays in the school. They 
took keen interest and worked with great enthusiasm. They developed a good team spirit 
and were very co.operative.

A scene from the drama Scare crow.

• Art and Craft:

Drawing and painting

Drawing and painting classes were conducted once a week through out the year. Around 
40 students enrolled in this class. They learnt to use water colours, shading, taking prints 
with  leaves,  spray  painting.  All  the  children  thoroughly  enjoyed  the  classes  and 
discovered their hidden talents. At the end of the year they displayed their art work in the 
Art and crafts exhibition. 



Needle work:

Classes in needle work were conducted in all the three terms as there was a good 
response. Around 25 children enrolled in these classes. The children were taught basic 
stitches and a few embroidery stitches.  In the end of the term they learnt to make 
pouches for pencils, a small purse, a string bag. Some of them learnt cutting cloth 
according to the needs of the bag they wanted to make.They liked the idea to carry their 
own bags for shopping.

 
                                                      A needle work class in progress.                                                  

Clay modeling: 

Workshops were conducted inclay modeling during the first two terms. Our resource 
person was a young lady potter from a potter’s family. She taught them making small 
birds and beeds and stringed them to make a mobile. She conducted a workshop on 
Ganesha making and another one making lamps. Over 40 children were enrolled in two 
batches and the kids thoroughly enjoyed her sessions and some of them mastered in this 
art. And came upon with their own models. They used the modeling technique even to 
make models for the science experiments.



Birds and beeds stringed to make a mobile.

Ganesha making class.

  
Lamps/ Diyas designed by the children.



Weaving: 

 This was one of the crafts we have introduced in all our centers and the children love working in 
this craft. They start wicth paper weaving and continue to do with strings. They use the patches 
of woven material as a patch in the bags they make.

• Puzzles and Games:

This is the second year we started this activity. We started for class IV students in the beginning. 
Students from the higher classes were also very interested which made us inttoduce the class for 
them. We had two batches one for juniors and another for seniors.  The seniors learnt to play 
chess and other interesting indoor games and solved jigsaws and fixed lego sets

Building blocks                                                     Learning to play chess.

The total number of children enrolled for this class  seventy children. The class was carried out 
thoughout the year..

• Fun with junk:
This activity was conducted once a week. Around 25 children enrolled for this class   The 
children learnt to make and play simple toys using junk.

• Emotional Freedom Technique:
This was introduced to 25 children of class VIII. We discussed about the emotions and their 
nature. This accupressure based healing technique helps us manage our negative emotions and 
release ourselves of the effects.It helped in their personal relationships and cope with various 
types of fears.

• Interactive class in Social studies:
We had interactive class in social studies for class X for a period of two months.. We facilitated 
the students to prepare their  lessons and present to the class in different ways. They conducted 
debates  in various topics in economics and geography. It was very participatory and the children 
could discover their capacities in understanding the subject.



• Newsletter:
16 students from class VIII and IX worked on a newsletter for Bala Vihar under the guidance of 
a resource person. They conducted interviews with students and teachers of all classes. They 
collected various articles from students and few paintings and drawings. They compiled a nice 
news letter to be circulated among the students to enable the parents to know what was happens 
in Bala vihar classes and their experience. The students for two days a week in this project.

• Excursion:
We  conducted  a  environment  education  trip  to  a  place  called  Kaigal  in  Andhra  Pradesh. 
Krishnamoorty Foundation India, conducts environment education programme in their center in 
this place.  40 students from class VIII and IX were taken in two batches. They stayed in the site  
in the middle forest area, ate simple food, free from television and mobile phones and studied 
about various plant life. The stay was for three days. The students liked the hard treks, the silence 
and the study of plants and work in the forest nursery. They had great fun in the waterfalls which  
is a major attraction in this place.

  
a group picture



 
During a forest Trek., at the water fall

The  students  were  touched  by  the  co-ordinators  of  KEEP(Kaigal  environment  education 
programme) who took great care of the students. The main co-ordinator was himself staying 
there studying snakes and working for KEEP. The children got introduced to snakes and a lot of 
facts about snakes. They got to see a snake which he had caught. On the first day they had to 
encounter a snake which was sleeping right above their heads. It was thrilling experience for 
them.

We had a great time with the students, in all our activity classes, with joyful interactions.

Students working at the herbarium



Luminary English School

This is a small private school situated at a distance of 10 kms from Vijayanagar, Bangalore(from 
where most of our activites take place). Two to three of us go once a week to this school and  
spend a whole day.  The activities we could conduct during the year are as follows:

• Lending Library:     
60 children from class V to  IX borrowed books every week. Sx to seven books are issued every 
week.

• Art and Craft:  
Classes in drawing, painting, Mandala drawing colouring and needle work were some of the 
crafts introduced to them during the year. During January they made calenders using their art 
work.

Mandala designs colouring.

The needle work, feeling proud to hang their bags.



 
Games: 
As the school does not have a games teacher, they look forward to play outdoor games with us. 
We play cricket, dodge ball and volley ball with them once a week in an empty site near their 
school.

Excursions:
In  the  beginning  of  April,  the  students  of  class  VIII  were  taken  on  a  environment 
education trip to Kaigal at Andhra Pradesh. They stayed for three days away from their 
homes in a very different environment. For most of them it was the first time they left  
their homes and stayed elsewhere.  They had great fun in the forest walks, in the waterfall 
and work in the nursery. They enjoyed the simple food cooked in firewood and a quiet  
time in the midst of silent atmosphere.

Art and craft:
25  students  from  class  VII  to  IX   attended  a  art  workshop  at  the  Valley  School,  
Bangalore(KFI).  They spent  a  couple  of  hours  learning  to  draw and  painting  in  the 
company of an artist from Rajastan.  They spent half a day at Art village in the Valley 
school learning other art forms too.

20  students  from  class  IX  and  X  spend  a  day  at  the  science  labs  in  the  Valley 
school(arranged by the principal, Valley schoo) on our request. We wanted them to get an 
exposure to a proper science lab in a school. The science teachers of the Valley school  
were  kind  enough  to  organize  some  important  experiments  from their  curriculam in 
chemistry, botony and physics.



 
In the chemisty lab.

 
Science labs:
At the Valley School 20 students of class VIII and IX spent a day with the science teachers at  
Center for Learning(an alternate school) learning to do experiments in chemistry, physics and 
biology in their science labs. As the school is unable to provide experiential learning in science 
these schools volunteered to share the facilities in their school.  We are grateful to them for 
sharing their resources and their week ends with us.

Around 40 students had a picnic at Creative (another alternate school) started by Smt Jayashree 
Janardhan. Smt Jayashree introduced EFT (Emotional freedom technique) to them and the 
students wanted to meet her at the school started by her. They spent a day with the children of 
Creative, played games and had a meditation session with Smt Jayashreee.

We have a very friendly relationship with the students, principal and the staff of this school and 
we have a great time together.

Emotional Freedom Technique:
This accupressure based healing technique helps us manage our negative emotions and release 
ourselves of the effects.We discussed about the emotions and their nature. It helped in their 
personal relationships and  to cope with various types of fears.



Activities in the Governement schools:

Amarjyothi Nagar Governement school:

• English Speaking classes:
This is a small primary school with a total strength ranging from 30 to 35. This year one 
volunteer worked in English language teaching program on all the five days for one hour daily. 
Lots of oral work  was facilitated.  By giving extra attention these children are comfortable in 
reading their English text books by the time they complete five years in this school.

At the end of the academic year  all the children rendered a small performance. They recited the 
rhymes, action songs, simple dialogues in English,which the volunteer taught them.  We had a 
simple reading and writing test in English .   

• Clay work:
During April 2010 we conducted a three day clay modeling workshop for these children.  The 
children showed great interest in learning and displayed their models in the exhibition which 
they have before they close for the year.

• Games and puzzels:
This year we started introducing puzzles and games as the children do not get them in their 
homes.  One volunteer spends once a week for an hour facilitating this activity.  Since we found 
the children very interested in handwork we started off with weaving classes once a week. They 
made calenders using their art work.

Recital of poems and rhymes by children



• Anganwadi class:
This  year  on  request  from  the  Anganwadi  class  conducted  in  the  school  premises  by  the 
Department of Women and child welfare, our volunteer spent an hour daily with this preschool 
children . She taught them simple English rhymes, action songs and played some games with 
them. We provided some toys which they learnt to play as a group.

 

 
Our volunteer with the Anganwadi  (a free preschool) run by the government.



• Excursions:
18 students from class III to V and their teacher accompanied by our volunteer were taken for a 
one day picnic to the Jawaharlal Nehru Planatorim and Cubbon park.  Creative(an alternate 
school) lent their school vehicle for the day and a friend of our provided them snacks and lunch. 
The teacher, our volunteer and the kids had great fun

Marenahalli Govt.school:
We conducted English classes for classes IV and V twice a week. They were taught simple 
English songs, simple dialogues in English and phonics was introduced. We read English stories 
and helped in building vocabulary.

Kaveripura Govt.school:
We took up working in this on the request of the principal of the school from the month of 
January 2011. Our volunteer worked with children of classes I to III twice a week. She taught 
them rhymes and phonics. Flash cards were used to teach them the names of things , vegetables, 
fruits, animals and flowers. Simple English stories were read out to them..

Nachiketa learning Centre -Evening classes for government school children:
Around 25 to 30 children from Marenahalli Govt. school from classes V to X assemble here in 
the evening at 4.pm. They spend 45 minutes  an hour in indoor games or art and craft. Then for 
an hour we conduct English classes for them.  Before they go they are given some fruits and 
biscuits.

• Mental Math:
This year we introduced coaching in mathematics to the students of class X. They faired well in 
English and maths and eight students who attended our classes secured first class in their SSLC 
exams.

• Summer Camp:
We conducted camps in summer vacations. Around 25 children attended the camp. The summer 
camp was for one month. The children spent an hour in the morning learning conversation 
English and two hours in the evening playing outdoor games, indoor games and learnt stitching 
in the sewing machine. They learnt to cut and make simple shopping bags ( 5 students). Some 
children painted and all of them learnt clay modeling.  Five volunteers worked during the 
summer camp. At the end of the camp two young volunteers who work in IBM took them 
Banneghatta National park.(a zoo).  They travelled in Volvo bus up and down and great fun.

• Dussera camp:
During the Dussera camp the children (18) learnt some yoga asanas and did a lot of weaving 
patterns. They played games both indoor and outdoor.  The camp was for fifteen days. On the 
last day we took them to the Jawaharlal Nehru Planetorim and Cubbon park in the toy train, 
boating etc  Creative (an alternate school)  spared their school vehicle for the trip.



Paper-weaving patterns by children                                      Cubbon Park visit

• Sholka chanting/Meditation:
The children learnt to chant many vedic chants and two students of class IX participated in a 
chanting camp.  

• Theatre activities:
Theater classes were conducted once a week and all the students together put up a Kannada play 
at the end of term. It was quite a difficult task to bring them all together on the stage.



 

 Clay modeling: Ganesha making.

Children’s art work,  Mandala colouring work and calenders.

The classes in the center were closed by the 15th of March.



Nivedita School:
This is a small school .We take classes in craft for the children in the school just once a week. 
Around thirty children do needle work or clay modeling for four hours . The finished products 
are kept for sale in the school.

Work with Navadarshanam an NGO:
We have been providing them regularly with story books and puzzles and games every year for 
the learning center for village children. The children from the nearby village come on Saturday 
evenings and Sunday morning and borrow books and play games and puzzles. One of their 
trustees conduct these activities for them.

During May 2010 we conducted a two day summer camp with the help of three X std students of 
Luminary school. Around 30 children from the village attended the camp.  They learnt making 
photo frames and penholders with waste cardboard.  The three students facilitated in this activity. 
After finishing the craft they displayed like an exhibition.  The juniors did art work.  It was a 
good experience for the students who passed out from the Luminary school.



Work at Kanyakumari with CCD:
We were invited by CCD to conduct a yoga workshop at their center in Kanyakumari.Two of us 
were there at Kanyakumari for six days.  Our yoga teacher and our volunteer conducted the 
workshop for five days at Bhagavathi Learning center , CCD.

We also conducted a needle work workshop for ladies who were working with palm leaf weaving 
and shell craft ( craft groups of CCD). The co.ordinator of this group wanted the ladies to get 
training in an alternate craft as both the crafts were losing importance.  They learnt to make 
shoulder bags, small purses and pouches for mobiles.  Around 30 women attended the camp. The 
women were also interested in learning Yoga.  They spent an hour during the camp learning a 
simple course of yoga and pranayama.

We found the women very talented and enterprising. Most of them had school going children. 
We made a proposal if any of them woud be able to take some responsibility in the field of 
alternate education for their children.  The idea was well received and we thought of the 
experiment to start during the summer vacation. The co.ordinator of the group took the initiative 
and two of them came to Bangalore during March 2011. We gave an orientation in this type of 
work we were doing with the children. We provided them with 100 simple story books in English 
and some puzzles and games and art material for the summer camp.  If this works out well we 
thought of facilitating a week end program for the children of the craft women at the center.  We 
will be placing order for tamil story books as most of the children are studying in Tamil medium.

Building Resource for Bala-Vihar:
Buying books and resource materials:
A good number of books for the library were purchased at the Book fair ( A big event in 
Bangalore)We brought a lot of jigsaw puzzles.  We purchased carpets for our Yoga classes in 
Pinewoods school. We used to manage with a few donated ones.  Since the class has been 
established we have made this purchase.

Exposure and training for teachers:
Three of us attended an Art Education programmed for two days  conducted by the India Art 
Foundation at the National Modern Art Gallery. There were a lot of presentations and workshops 
in Art, craft and music.  We could meet many people who worked in Art education with the 
students in government schools Resource persons from NCERT, and other boards of exams who 
seriously felt that Art and craft education should be made compulsory at the school level and 
importance given to them as main subjects and not as extra curricular activities.  One of the 
presentations from a doctor from NIMHANS shared his research on what Art education does to 
our brains. He explained that experiments have proved that children with behavioural problems 
were greatly benefitted by Art education and they have found radical changes in the brains.   This 
workshop gave us a lot of faith in the work we were doing with the children.

We thanks the supporters of our program for their contiuous encouragement and support.
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